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Abstract: Advanced stochastic research(ASR) ,a simple contrast enhancement (CE) method, tends to show 
excessive enhancement and gives unnatural artifacts on images with high peaks in their histograms. 
Histogram-based CE methods have been proposed in order to overcome the drawback of ASR, however, 
they do not always give good enhancement results. In this letter, a histogram-based locality-preserving 
CE method is proposed. The proposed method is formulated as an optimization problem to preserve 
localities of the histogram for performing image CE. The locality-preserving property makes the 
histogram shape of the enhanced image to be similar to that of the original image. Experimental results 
show that the proposed histogram-based method gives output images with graceful CE on which existing 
methods give unnatural results. 
Index Terms—Contrast Enhancement; Histogram Equalization; Image Enhancement; Image Processing; 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Contrast Enhancement (CE) techniques have been 
widely used for image enhancement in various 
applications. One of the most popular and simple 
CE techniques is Advanced stochastic research 
(ASR) [1]. However, it has a severe problem that it 
gives unnatural effects or artifacts on some images 
with high peaks in their histograms.  
There are a lot of histogram-based CE algorithms 
that improveASR using various approaches. For 
example, bi-HE (BHE) is an algorithm that splits a 
histogram into two sub-histograms and applies 
ASR to each sub-histogram. Brightness preserving 
BHE(BBHE) uses the mean intensity value of the 
input image to split its histogram [2]. Minimum 
mean brightness error BHE (MMBEBHE) splits a 
histogram based on the absolute mean brightness 
error (AMBE) [3]. Brightness preserving dynamic 
HE (BPDHE) divides a histogram into several sub-
histograms and applies HE to each sub-histogram 
separately, which is followed by the normalization 
that makes the contrast-enhanced image have the 
same mean intensity value as the input image [4]. 
These existing histogram-based CE methods tend 
to preserve global average intensity value with the 
contrast of the whole image improved. There are 
other well-known methods that improveHE [5]– 
[7], however, they are parameter-sensitive, which 
gives good quality only when the parameters are 
carefully chosen.  
In the meanwhile, CE using local statistical 
properties has been also studied. Adaptive HE 
(AHE) [8] successfully takes local statistical 
properties into consideration and gives local details 
in the output images. However, it does not consider 
the global look of the images and the computational 
complexity is very high. Partially overlapped sub-
block HE (POSHE) [9] and cascaded multistep 
binomial ﬁltering HE (CMBFHE) [10] enhance 
AHE to consider overall look of the images and to 
decrease the computational complexity. However, 
these methods are still computationally expensive, 
which keeps them from commercial use. 
In this letter, a CE method that preserves the 
locality of the histogram is proposed. The proposed 
method, so-called histogram-based locality-
preserving CE (HBLPCE), solves an optimization 
problem to calculate an intensity transformation 
with the histogram of an input image. The objective 
function of the optimization problem is formed to 
ﬁnd a least squares solution of locality conditions. 
The experimental results show that HBLPCE 
adapts well on images with various statistical 
properties. 
II. RELATED WORK 
In addition, in the OCTM framework, input gray 
levels can be mapped to an arbitrary number L of 
output gray levels, allowing L to be equal, less or 
greater than. The OCTM technique is, therefore, 
suited to output conventional images on high 
dynamic range displays or high dynamic range 
images on conventional displays, with perceptual 
quality optimized for device characteristics and 
image contents. As such, OCTM can be useful tool 
in high dynamic range imaging. Moreover, OCTM 
can be unified with Gamma correction. 
Analogously to global and local histogram 
equalization, OCTM can be performed based upon 
either global or local statistics. However, in order 
to make our technical developments in what 
follows concrete and focused, we will only discuss 
the problem of contrast enhancement over an entire 
image instead of adapting to local statistics of 
different sub images. All the results and 
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observations can be readily extended to locally 
adaptive contrast enhancement. The remainder of 
the paper is organized as follows. In the next 
section, we introduce some new definitions related 
to the intuitive notions of contrast and tone, and 
propose the OCTM approach of image 
enhancement. In Section III, we develop a linear 
programming algorithm to solve the OCTM 
problem. In Section IV, we discuss how to fine 
tune output images according to application 
requirements or users’ preferences within the 
proposed linear programming framework. 
Experimental results are reported in Section V, and 
they demonstrate the versatility and superior visual 
quality of the new contrast enhancement technique.  
III. PROPOSED HISTOGRAM-BASED 
CEMETHOD 
A. Locality Condition 
Locality condition is deﬁned using the intensity 
level in image histogram. The purpose of the 
locality condition is to realize a local CE. By 
combining local CE at each intensity level, we 
form a global CE with the locality-preserving 
property, meaning that the local structure of the 
histogram is preserved after histogram processing.  
In this letter, image histograms are described by the 
probability mass function (PMF), i.e., normalized 
histograms. Note that the sum of PMFs is equal to 
one. The PMF vector is speciﬁed with respect to 
the input intensity vector, where denotes the total 
number of intensity levels. Then, an intensity 
transformation can be deﬁned by specifying the 
transformed intensity vector. Locality condition at 
the transformed intensity level with respect to two 
neighbouring intensity levels is deﬁned as (1) 
which represents thatthehistogram is stretched in 
inverse proportion to the PMF value in a local 
sense, as shown in Fig.1. The locality condition is 
designed to represent local structures of astretched 
histogram. It is assumed that the two consecutive 
intensity difference (xi-xi-1) and (xi+1-xi) are 
stretched proportional to the PMF values (and), 
which maximizes the CE by giving larger intensity 
difference to larger PMF-valued intensity level, 
where the larger PMF-value also means larger 
number of pixels in that intensity level. 
The locality condition can also be interpreted as 
local ASR, in which the ASR can be written as , 
where denotes the number of intensity levels 
allowedintheimage[1].Bysubtracting from 
,weobtain a recursive equation 
xi+1-xi=(L-1)pi+1.                                                   (2) 
The recursive equation is equivalent to (1), 
obtained by combiningtwoconsecutive equations. 
If there are zero PMFs in the input histogram, the 
locality condition in (1) is modiﬁed as 
wi,i-1(xi-xi-1)pi+1=wi+1,i(xi+1-xi)pi                             (3) 
where the weight factor wi,j is deﬁned using a 
decreasing Gaussian function with a controllable 
parameter. If (ri-ri-1) is larger than or equal to two 
quantization units, becomes small, which gives a 
more stretched histogram, i.e., large (xi-xi-1). A 
Gaussian function is used as an intensity-domain 
distance measure, inspired by bilateral ﬁltering 
[11], which uses a Gaussian function in the range 
domain (intensity domain). 
B. Optimization Problem Formulation 
To calculate, an optimization problem is formed in 
the context of locality conditions over the entire 
intensity range. The optimization problem using a 
least square method can be written as 
where denotes the total number of intensity levels 
of the image, which equals 256 with 8-bit 
representation of the intensity level. The objective 
function is expressed in terms of the sum of 
squared errors of locality conditions over the entire 
intensity levels. Locality condition at each intensity 
level has a CE effect in a local sense and the 
objective function is formulated by combining 
locality conditions at all intensity levels over the 
entire intensity range of an input image. Two 
equality constraints in (4) represent that the 
enhanced image should use the full dynamic range, 
where and are the minimum and maximum 
intensity levels in the transformed image, 
respectively. Note that these two levels can be 
arbitrarily chosen by a user. The inequality 
constraint in (4) states that the intensity 
transformation should be a monotonically 
increasing function. 
By dropping a known value, the transformed 
intensity vectoris re-deﬁned as, so that the objective 
function can be written in a matrix form. Letthe 
difference matrix be deﬁned as 
C. Solution of the Optimization Problem 
To solve the optimization problem, is substituted 
by, where represents the difference vector between 
consecutive intensity levels in the transformed 
histogram. Then, (6) can be rewritten as minimize 
subject to (7) where denotes an all-one (vector. 
Note that the minimum value is set to 0 from and 
the maximum value is ﬁxed to by setting the 
equality condition. The optimization problem can 
be solved by using a general quadratic 
programming method. In this letter, the interior-
pointmethod [12] is used. 
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IV. RESULTS 
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Fig d)Deblur Resolution image 
 
Fig e) Reconstructed image 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this letter, a novel histogram-based CE method, 
which aims to preserve locality of the original 
histogram while enhancing the global contrast, is 
proposed. An optimization problem is formulated 
by combining proposed locality conditions of the 
histogram to achieve locality-preserving CE. The 
proposed method gives graceful CE on various 
images of different histogram proﬁles. While the 
existing histogram-based CE methods show 
excessive enhancement and unnatural artifacts, the 
proposed method gives better contrast-enhanced 
images with locality-preserved histograms. Future 
work will focus on extension of the proposed 
HBLPCE method to video sequences. Also, studies 
will be done on reﬂecting local statistical properties 
to perform a better CE. 
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